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NOTE FROM THE CEO

A s we reach the midpoint of the year, it’s appropriate to reexamine 

the topics we’re addressing. I’d like to point to a special podcast 

Pharmaceutical Technology conducted where Editorial Director Chis 

Spivey talked with the director of US Food and Drug Administration’s 

Office of Pharmaceutical Quality (OPQ), Dr. Michael Kopcha, and his 

deputy directors Dr. Sau Lee and Dr. Cindy Buhse about advancing the 

science of pharmaceutical manufacturing. Discussion encompassed the 

framework for regulatory advanced manufacturing evaluation (FRAME), 

quality management maturity ratings (QMM), advanced versus traditional 

manufacturing, and re-shoring drug manufacturing to the United States. 

But I particularly want to highlight the emerging technology programme (1). 

These new technologies initially were brought to FDA by industry and 

are, therefore, a fascinating window into where the industry believes it 

is heading. In this respect, Mike Kopcha said on the PharmTech podcast 

that,  “... to address current and potential future innovations … we worked 

with NASEM  (National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine), 

they held a public workshop, brought in industry experts in this area, to 

be able to talk with us about what was going on in the industry, what’s on 

the horizon over the next five to 10 years. … I can list some of the more 

significant ones … end to end manufacturing, distributed manufacturing, 

point-of-care manufacturing …, and artificial intelligence (AI), in order to 

understand what the regulatory framework should look like, we needed to 

know what these technologies were … so we knew what we were going to 

be asked to evaluate, and eventually regulate.”  

Our new series, “Weighing Up Big Pharma” directly addresses large 

company performance vis-à-vis their ability to leverage AI. With batch 

values occasionally rising to US $3 million dollars, and data streams 

proliferating both in terms of total amounts but also depth of insight, it is 

totally logical that pharmaceutical manufacturing has increased the use 

of AI. Multivariate mechanistic modeling and digital twin strategizing are 

two areas that leap to mind. But predictive maintenance and advance 

failure warning systems play an increased role in reducing costs. One 

example is water purity control. Having to fix a plant’s water system after 

a problem not only costs in terms of wasted product, but also in terms of 

lost operating time, until all systems are back online (2). Is AI a panacea 

for pharma’s productivity gap? As a disruptive force which, “…promises 

to help speed up drug identification; improve patient selection; creating 

digital twins; improve manufacturing; tailor marketing material; enhance 

customer engagement; predict chronic diseases; and support health 

equity” (3), you can see why the director of FDA OPQ wants to understand 

more about AI, and why we will all benefit from a better understanding of 

this increasingly powerful tool. 
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EDITOR’S COMMENT

I n May 2022, the World Health Organization (WHO) 

received reports of monkeypox cases in countries where 

the virus is not endemic and that have no direct travel 

links to endemic countries, which is ‘highly unusual’ (1). 

Despite the recent outbreak, it is considered unlikely that 

monkeypox will become a pandemic threat (2).

Pharma in the fight
Preparations into ways of tackling the current monkeypox outbreak have 

already begun. The therapeutic options that are on the table to help in this 

outbreak have been, for the most part, originally developed for smallpox (3).

So far, at the time of writing, there are four main players working 

and making deals to ensure treatments and vaccines are available for 

the monkeypox outbreak. These companies are Bavarian Nordic, Siga 

Technologies, Emergent BioSolutions, and Moderna.

Bavarian Nordic has already signed several supply contracts for its 

smallpox vaccine (MVA-BN, IMVANEX) with deliveries expected to start 

immediately to try to curb the current outbreak (4). 

Siga Technologies has received requests for its antiviral treatment 

(TPOXX [tecovirimat]), which is a treatment for smallpox and can be used 

to treat monkeypox and cowpox in the European Union (5). 

Emergent BioSolutions has entered into a definitive agreement 

with Chimerix for the acquisition of the worldwide rights to TEMBEXA 

(brincidofovir)—an antiviral treatment for smallpox (6). 

Moderna has announced via Twitter that it is investigating potential 

monkeypox vaccines at a preclinical level (7).

Additionally, other companies, such as Roche and Abbott Laboratories, 

are working to develop diagnostic tests.

The silver lining of this recent and unusual outbreak, however, must be 

the fact that the bio/pharma industry and regulatory bodies have indeed 

learnt from the COVID-19 pandemic and are capable of acting rapidly to 

mitigate the potential risks associated with a viral concern.

References
1. WHO, “Multi-Country Monkeypox Outbreak in Non-Endemic Countries,” Press 

Release, who.int, 21 May 2022.
2. M. Kortepeter and Coronavirus Frontlines, “Will Monkeypox be the Next Deadly 
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Enhanced Role of  
EMA in EU Crisis Response
EMA has been assigned a formal role in preparing for and managing  
future public health crises within the EU through the formalization of ad-hoc  
structures and processes that were employed during the COVID-19 pandemic.

O n 31 Jan. 2022, Regulation (EU) 2022/123 

was published in the Official Journal of the 

European Union (EU) (1). This regulation sets out a 

stronger role for the European Medicines Agency 

(EMA) in managing public health crises and aims 

to formalize the ad-hoc structures and processes 

that have been used by EMA during the COVID-19 

pandemic, while at the same time entrusting several 

new tasks to the agency (2). The intention is that 

this ‘ad hoc’ process can now serve as a blueprint 

for creating a more harmonized EU response to 

future public health emergencies. The regulation 

became applicable as of 1 Mar. 2022, except for the 

provisions on shortages of critical medical devices, 

which will apply as of 2 Feb. 2023. The legislation 

forms part of the European Health Union package 

proposed by the European Commission (EC) in 

November 2020 and is in line with the priorities of 

the European medicines regulatory network (3). 

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the 

importance of coordination among European 

countries to protect people’s health, both during a 

crisis and in normal times. In its first proposal on a 

European Health Union, the Commission focused 

on a series of crisis preparedness and response 

measures that include strengthening coordination 

at EU-level when faced with cross-border health 

threats; and revising the mandates of the European 

Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) 

and of the EMA to provide stronger surveillance, 

scientific analysis, and guidance before and during 

a crisis (4).

The regulation
As part of its extended mandate, EMA will be 

entrusted with monitoring potential crisis situations, 

and as such, several new tasks have been assigned to 

the agency, including the following:

• Preparing for, preventing, coordinating, 

and managing the impact of public health 

emergencies on medicinal products and on 

medical devices and the impact of major events 

on medicinal products and on medical devices

• Monitoring, preventing, and 

reporting on shortages of medicinal 

products and medical devices

• Providing advice on medicinal products 

that have the potential to address 

public health emergencies

• Providing support for the expert panels provided 

for in the Medical Devices Regulation (MDR)

• Co-ordinating studies to monitor the 

effectiveness and safety of vaccines

• Co-ordinating clinical trials (4).

Shortages of medicines  
and medical devices
The proposal for the regulation noted that during 

the COVID-19 crisis, “ad hoc solutions were needed 

to respond to the risk of shortages of medicines 

and medical devices such as ventilators, surgical 

masks, and COVID-19 test kits … causes of which 

were multifactorial with potential issues identified 

throughout the supply chain” (5). In response to 

these shortcomings, many of the new provisions 

contained in the regulation are designed to mitigate 

shortages of medicinal products in the event of 

future public health crises.

Under the regulation, EMA will set up and run a 

European Shortages Monitoring Platform (ESMP) 

by early 2025, which will act as the sole portal for 

collecting data and information from companies 

and member states on shortages, and the supply 

and demand of critical medicines (6). In addition, the 

regulation will also establish a Medicine Shortages 

Steering Group (MSSG), as well as a Medical Device 

Shortages Steering Group (MDSSG) comprising 12 EU 

expert panels to provide advice to member states 

and the EC on high-risk medical devices and in-vitro 

diagnostic medical devices. The purpose of these 
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European Regulatory Watch

steering groups will be “to engage with key industry 

players to prevent and mitigate potential shortages of 

medicines and medical devices that can occur during a 

public health emergency” (5).

The regulation also sets out obligations on marketing 

authorization holders (MAHs) and medical devices 

manufacturers, authorized representatives, importers, 

distributors, and notified bodies duties to:

• Provide information that will assist with 

the monitoring by the MSSG/MDSSG of 

shortages of medicinal products and 

devices contained in the critical medicines 

list and updating this when necessary

• Provide a justification for any failure to provide the 

requested information by the established deadlines

• Immediately provide any evidence of an actual or 

potential shortage of medicinal products or devices

• Provide information to EMA by 2 Sep. 2022 that 

will enable the establishment of a Single Point 

of Contact (SPOC) network, and the industry 

Single Point of Contact (iSPOC) network, with 

mandates to updating this when necessary (7).

The aim of this aspect of the regulation is to ensure 

the smooth functioning of the internal market for 

medicinal products and medical devices in crisis 

situations, as well as to improve the quality, safety, and 

efficacy of medicinal products in the event of public 

healthcare emergencies.

Enhanced advisory role
In addition to the measures designed to address medicinal 

and medical device shortages, an Emergency Task Force 

(ETF) will also be established within EMA to provide 

scientific advice and review evidence on medicines that 

have the potential to address public health emergencies, 

offer scientific support to facilitate clinical trials, and 

support existing EMA committees with their authorization 

and safety monitoring of medicines (8). The ETF will 

build on the experiences gained by the COVID-19 EMA 

pandemic Task Force (COVID-ETF) set up by EMA during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. 

In collaboration with the ECDC, EMA will also 

coordinate independent vaccine effectiveness and 

safety monitoring studies using relevant data held by 

public authorities. The agency will also invest in and 

leverage real-world evidence (RWE) to support crisis 

preparedness and response. This endeavour will include 

the establishment of a pan-European network of real-

world data, known as ‘DARWIN EU’, which will provide 

EMA’s scientific committees with real-world evidence 

from healthcare databases across the EU, information 

pertaining to diseases, populations, and the uses and 

performance of medicines (9).

According to the document published by EMA on Crisis 

Preparedness and Management, the key benefits for EMA 

of having these responsibilities include:

• Accelerated evaluation and access to safe 

and effective medicines which could treat 

or prevent a disease causing, or likely to 

cause, a public health emergency

• Improved quality of data and the effective use 

of resources through increased support at EU 

level towards the conducting of clinical trials in 

preparation for, and during a public health emergency

• Improved coordination and harmonization 

at EU level in preparation for and during a 

public health emergency (7).

Over the course of the COVID-19 pandemic, EMA’s 

engagement with industry trade associations has played 

a pivotal role in clarifying regulatory expectations and 

ensuring that adaptations to regulatory requirements in 

a pandemic context are feasible for industry. This relates 

to the need to deliver novel vaccines and therapeutics 

that meet strict regulatory standards in short timeframes, 

as well as issuing guidance on emerging scientific 

issues such as viral variants. It is therefore vital that the 

sustainability of the ETF framework is ensured, thus 

enabling EU wide preparedness and coordination for 

emerging future public health threats (10).

Taken within this context, the aim of the  

extended mandate is to clarify the respective roles  

and obligations of the different bodies concerned. 

To be truly effective, the framework established by 

this regulation should “build on the solutions defined 

and established during the COVID-19 pandemic, but 

also benefit from lessons learned, best practices, and 

examples from third countries” (6).
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https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/what-we-do/crisis-preparedness-management-0
https://www.pharmtech.com/view/ema-initiates-darwin-eu-coordination-centre
https://www.pharmtech.com/view/ema-initiates-darwin-eu-coordination-centre
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/how-we-work/big-data/data-analysis-real-world-interrogation-network-darwin-eu
https://www.ema.europa.eu/en/about-us/how-we-work/big-data/data-analysis-real-world-interrogation-network-darwin-eu
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observations were regarding poor aseptic operational 

practices that were put in place by the facilities.”

According to Ahmadi, to adopt better aseptic 

practices and minimize regulatory observations, 

organizations must change how they view aseptic 

processing. Namely, to look at it not as an operation, 

but as a culture. 

“When a facility adopts an aseptic culture, 

personnel begin to understand the ‘why’ behind 

aseptic processing and their impact on the 

environment. Explaining that aseptic techniques 

and behaviours are critical to avoid contamination 

and produce a sterile product for a patient while 

illustrating the impact one has on the environment 

enables personnel to understand why good aseptic 

technique is so important,” continues Ahmadi. “This 

promotes more comprehensive risk assessments, 

validations, qualifications, etc. by taking aseptic 

processing into consideration, which in turn identifies 

weak areas of a process before complications or 

compliance issues arise. Additionally, promoting an 

aseptic culture allows personnel to develop an audit 

mindset and know what to look for when it comes 

to aseptic processing. Personnel can continuously 

look for areas for improvement through their daily job 

functions or by simply walking on the floor and have 

any compliance issues addressed internally.”

P ackaging sterile drug products into sterilized 

containers via sterilization or aseptic processing 

continues to be both an absolute necessity and a 

challenge for the bio/pharmaceutical industry. But 

where there are challenges, there is room for innovation 

as well as room to grow.  

“Aseptic processing is one of the most challenging 

manufacturing processes in pharmaceutical 

development,” says Robert W. Lee, PhD, president 

CDMO division, Lubrizol Life Science Health, a  

contract development and manufacturing 

organization (CDMO) located in Bethlehem, Pa. 

and provider of clinical and commercial aseptic 

processing. “Sterile is sterile. It is binary.”

One of the reasons aseptic processing,  

specifically, is so challenging is due to a lack of 

proper training as well as a lack of comprehensive 

understanding of the techniques. This can then lead 

to regulatory intervention. 

“In aseptic processing, a lack of understanding 

of the importance of aseptic techniques and one’s 

impact on the environment can lead to an array of 

complications and compliance issues,” says Simren 

Ahmadi, quality specialist, GMP, Lubrizol Life Science 

Health. “For example, just last year, FDA [US Food and 

Drug Administration] issued 25 483 observation forms 

in relation to aseptic processing. Virtually, all these 

Industry experts discuss the need for stricter  
environmental controls, whether to incorporate single-use  
technologies, and areas for improved automation.  

Automating Aseptic 
Processing Reduces 
Contamination Risk

Meg Rivers
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have a functioning cleanroom system 

that provides a controlled environment 

for safe production. This includes tight 

controls on temperature, humidity, 

and differential pressure,” says 

Zimmermann. “Of utmost importance 

is airflow management to minimize 

the contamination risk. Air flows are 

visualized during the qualification of the 

cleanrooms to ensure unidirectional 

flow from the ceiling to the floor, 

and from the core filling area to the 

background. This needs to be done in 

static and dynamic conditions.”

Another aspect that should be noted 

is the importance of a sterile, Grade A, 

ISO 5 environment. 

“Aseptic processing should be 

executed in a classified space 

with minimum characteristics for 

particulate and microbial control, 

consistent with ISO 5,” adds Kenneth 

Laderman, PhD, manufacturing 

director, Eurofins BioPharma Product 

Testing, a laboratory that supports 

small batch sterile GMP manufacturing 

in San Diego, Calif. “Maintaining this 

classification will require a routine 

cleaning and environmental monitoring 

programme as well as controls over 

gowning, material movement, and 

personnel movement.”

Lee adds that, in addition to an ISO 

5 environment, it’s also acceptable 

to use a fully closed process in an 

ISO 7 environment. This is where 

the entire product contact pathway 

is sterilized using steam-in-place 

methodology. Afterward, sterile API 

and sterile-filtered excipients are 

added aseptically to the closed system 

and the remainder of the process is 

conducted aseptically.

Single-use  
technologies and flexibility 
When interviewed by Pharmaceutical 

Technology Europe, Eurofins BioPharma 

Product Testing, Lubrizol, and ten23 

health confirmed using single-use 

technologies in some of their aseptic 

processes. As with most things, there 

are both benefits and risks in doing so. 

“Single-use systems [SUS] are 

advantageous, as they reduce 

the need for cleaning validation/

Nonetheless, whether an 

organization views aseptic processing 

and sterilization as a culture or 

simply as a necessary step in the 

manufacturing process, the need for 

either isn’t up for debate. 

“Sterility is an obligatory critical 

quality attribute for parenteral 

preparations; sterility cannot be 

assured by testing, but by use of well-

designed, validated, and controlled 

manufacturing processes. Most 

modern therapeutics are parenteral 

preparations that are not suitable 

for terminal sterilization; instead, 

aseptic processing, whenever 

feasible, in combination with sterile 

filtration, has to be pursued,” says 

Hanns-Christian Mahler, CEO, ten23 

health, a Switzerland-based CDMO 

with a specialty in the development 

and sterile manufacture of complex 

pharmaceuticals, such as biologics.

Environmental controls
To have sterile end products, 

environmental controls must be 

in place. Quality assurance (QA) 

departments have their work cut out 

for them to perform risk assessments. 

Many processes must be established 

and standardized, and all employees 

must follow those processes faithfully. 

“[QA] departments ensure aseptic 

processing will work as intended by 

performing risk assessments on the 

locations, methods, equipment, and 

frequency for the aseptic processing 

that will be conducted,” says 

Christopher DeHart, director of quality, 

Lubrizol Life Science Health. “In-depth 

quality risk assessments identify the 

risks involved with the aseptic process 

to be conducted and determine what 

controls need to be put in place to 

minimize these risks.” 

DeHart breaks down these controls 

further:

• Facility design: This should 

include room classifications, 

HEPA filters, first air, and airlocks.

• Building management: Working 

in conjunction with the facility, 

this includes monitoring the 

movement of the airflow, 

pressures, temperature, and 

humidity in real-time. This 

ensures the HEPA filters and 

airlocks are working as intended.

• Procedures and trained 

personnel: To minimize the 

risk of microbial contamination, 

procedures and training 

programmes should be in place 

so that aseptic techniques 

are understood and followed. 

These procedures should cover 

gowning, personnel/material/

equipment flow, viable and non-

viable sampling, reading plates, 

autoclaving, cleaning, and more. 

Rainer Glöckler, head of new 

technologies, swissfillon—a ten23 

health company that offers a range 

of services for sterile filling and finish 

of liquid active ingredients—breaks 

down environmental controls into three 

relevant categories:

• Isolator: To ensure aseptic 

conditions of surfaces in the 

isolator, rodac plates are 

required; active air samples are 

needed to identify any living 

contaminant; passive air samples 

(settle plates) identify any 

particle in the laminar-air stream; 

and lastly, continuous particle 

measurement and fingertip end-

of-batch tests are performed on 

all gloves installed on the isolator.

• Room: Rodac plates are used 

to ensure aseptic conditions 

of surfaces in the cleanroom; 

active air samples are used to 

identify any living contaminants 

in the air; and continuous particle 

measurement is also performed. 

• Clean media: This includes  

a full routine control for 

particles, bio-contaminants, 

chemicals, and conductivity for 

water for injection.

Joerg Zimmermann, VP of Vetter 

Development Service External Affairs, 

Vetter Pharma-Fertigung GmbH 

& Co KG—a CDMO specializing in 

the fill/finish of sterile injectables 

and headquartered in Ravensburg, 

Germany—stresses the importance of 

a functioning cleanroom system. 

“Before we get to the aseptic 

operation, we must first ensure that we 
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verification activities for your 

process,” says DeHart. “In addition, 

the materials come certified sterile, 

reducing the need for a validated 

autoclave cycle for your processing 

equipment. In terms of a CDMO 

business model, the cost of the [SUS] 

can be passed to the client, enabling 

a cost-effective way to provide sterile 

manufacturing activities.”

Laderman states that Eurofins 

utilizes single-use technology for many 

product contact surfaces. 

“As a CDMO, single-use technology 

facilitates the processing of multiple 

APIs within the same facility,” says 

Laderman. “In the absence of this 

technology, it would be necessary to 

execute a new cleaning validation for 

each molecule introduced into the 

manufacturing suite. By maintaining 

a single-use isolated system, the 

process is streamlined, decreasing 

time for project execution as well as 

turnaround time.”

According to Lee, Lubrizol uses 

SUS for small-volume sterile solution 

processing because this technology 

provides sterility assurance and 

flexibility as well as saves time.  

Lee adds that while SUS can be 

expensive, avoiding cleaning  

validation can lead to cost savings, 

depending on the application.

Meanwhile, Mahler at ten23 

health states that the company 

uses single-use technologies for 

compounding/formulation down  

to the filling needle. 

“[SUS] offer various advantages 

from a pharmaceutical perspective, 

including avoiding the risk for cross-

contamination and avoiding related 

cleaning validation activities,” 

says Mahler. “However, [SUS] are 

a significant concern to us from a 

sustainability perspective, and we 

believe that biopharmaceutical solution 

providers should research new, more 

sustainable options.”

Companies should consider the 

following when using (or considering 

using) SUS in aseptic processing, 

according to Lee:

• Are the materials of construction 

compatible with the API?

• Depending on the complexity 

of the process as well as the 

product, SUS may not be 

advantageous, or a hybrid 

approach may be more ideal. 

• What are the lead times for 

materials? This can be anywhere 

from eight weeks to one year.

Single-use technologies and SUS 

seem to have simplified processes and 

provided an alternative approach to 

more traditional methods in the realm 

of aseptic processing and sterilization. 

But one of the key disadvantageous 

is the supply chain. Similar to Lee, 

Zimmermann shares that recent 

shortages related to the pandemic 

have revealed that when a single-use 

component, for example, isn’t available, 

production comes to a stop. 

“There are some products where 

everything in compounding and in 

the liquid path is single-use, and we 

have others where it makes more 

sense to do a hybrid approach, with 

only the tubing and the filters being 

disposables,” says Zimmermann. “One 

thing that most people are not aware 

of is that the capacity for gamma-

radiation, the method of choice 

for most [SUS], is under extreme 

pressure. This is causing companies 

to reconsider the processes on a 

strategic level. Another aspect that 

is coming into greater focus is the 

waste management of [SUS]. At the 

moment, the standard of disposal is 

incineration, which is not the most 

sustainable method.”

The greatest risks
The greatest risk in aseptic processing 

is, of course, contamination, which can 

lead to a possible rejection of a batch, 

loss in revenue, product shortages, 

etc. And what is the greatest risk for 

contamination? People.

Both Zimmermann and  

Mahler state that the highest risk 

in aseptic processing comes from 

operators. Intense training can  

help to avoid contamination along  

with proper, sterilized gowns and 

testing the operators. 

Laderman adds that well-designed 

systems for cleaning and air handling 

will minimize the risk as well as 

gowning procedures and training of 

personnel. Eurofins BioPharma Product 

Testing, specifically, uses a robotic, 

gloveless isolator to limit the product’s 

exposure to the operator. 

In addition to the inherent risks that 

humans pose, there are other avenues 

leading to contamination. Potential 

causes for contamination, according 

to Ahmadi, can be anything from poor 

aseptic technique to equipment. 

“[A] facility must have robust 

validations, qualifications, risk 

assessments, investigations, etc., as 

well as a robust aseptic techniques 

training programme. These documents 

and programmes must also be 

periodically reviewed to ensure they 

remain compliant,” Ahmadi says. “An 

organization must also ensure the 

facility design of critical areas can 

be easily cleaned and that personnel 

have the room and means to work 

aseptically. Additionally, [QA] should 

maintain a presence on the floor to 

promote good aseptic techniques and 

conduct walkthroughs of critical areas 

to ensure the facility is in good order 

and personnel are practicing good 

aseptic techniques.”

Better automation
Like any part of the manufacturing 

process, aseptic processing has room 

to improve automation and has made 

significant progress in recent years. 

“Automation requires flexibility, both 

in scale and duration of the function, 

while limiting the need for direct 

contact with the operators,” says 

Laderman. “Most automated systems 

are iterative by nature, as consumables 

utilized by the process will need to be 

resupplied. Decreasing the frequency 

of the resupply will minimize the 

chances for contamination.”

Laderman shares that Eurofins 

BioPharma Product Testing utilizes 

an automated robotic filler, which 

offers the lowest levels of extraneous 

particulate matter and the highest 

of sterility assurance. However, it’s 

dependent on the standardized nested 

Contin. on page 16
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the resulting material’s performance 

and processability, Assis says.  “By 

reducing manufacturing complexity 

and thus drug development time, 

coprocessed excipients can 

significantly expedite time-to-market,” 

he continues. Furthermore, API and 

coprocessed excipients normally fulfil 

the minimum functional requirements 

for tabletting, consolidating quality-

by-design efforts by simplifying the 

formulation. Analytical testing and 

material handling and warehousing 

needs and documentation 

requirements are also reduced.

Several applications
The benefits of using coprocessed 

excipients are increased when multiple 

excipients can be coprocessed 

together. “Initially, most coprocessed 

materials were based on just 

two excipients, but increasingly 

coprocessed products being 

introduced to the market comprise 

multiple excipients,” notes Yeli Zhang, 

technical service manager at IFF 

Pharma Solutions. 

The ability to combine many 

individual excipients and functionalities 

into a single high-functionality excipient  

enhances the ease of formulation and 

final performance as well as enables 

process simplification and cost-savings, 

Joshi adds. “Consequently, the major 

trend in developing coprocessed 

excipients is to reduce the number 

of individual excipients used in a 

formulation, with a focus on improving 

the flow-properties, compressibility, 

disintegration, and lubrication of oral 

solid dosage forms using a single 

coprocessed excipient,” he comments.

This trend is particularly true with 

coprocessed excipients intended 

for us in orally disintegrating tablets 

(ODTs). “Many companies are launching 

coprocessed excipients targeting this 

segment that combine a number of 

excipients because ODT formulations 

require a high number of excipients 

and are typically formed using direct 

compression,” adds Vinay Muley, 

research and development leader at 

IFF Pharma Solutions. Joshi agrees 

that single coprocessed excipients 

C  oprocessed excipients are blends of different excipients subjected 

to physical processing that leads to modifications of their physical 

structures without causing any chemical changes. They possess unique 

functionality that cannot be achieved through simple blending and are 

increasingly important for addressing formulation issues posed by the 

highly complex APIs under development. Adoption of coprocessed 

excipients has been slow, however, because even when prepared using 

compendial excipients, they are considered “novel” by regulators. The 

lack of a separate excipient approval process means that drug developers 

must take on elevated risk when using such “novel” excipients in the 

formulation of drug candidates.

Reducing complexity and increasing functionality
Oral solid dosage forms are traditionally formulated with combinations 

of individual excipients with differing functionalities (filler, binder, 

disintegrant, lubricant, flow-aid, solubilizer, etc.), says Ashish Joshi, 

pharma technical and business manager at BASF Pharma Solutions. The 

processes used to formulate these excipients into an oral dosage form 

are complicated as well as time-, energy-, and labour-intensive (e.g., 

granulation, spray-drying, roller compaction, etc.). In addition, the use of 

many individual excipients requires bracketing or optimization studies 

and has the risk of non-uniform distribution, which can adversely affect 

final product performance.

The ideal process for tablet formation is direct compression, as it 

eliminates the need for granulation or other prior processing steps, 

according to Joao Marcos Assis, global technical marketing manager, 

BASF Pharma Solutions. “Direct compression formulations, however, 

typically require multiple excipients to achieve good flowability, high bulk 

density, excellent compressibility, and fast disintegration (for immediate 

release formulations) because individual materials do not possess these 

multiple attributes,” he observes. Coprocessed excipients can be used 

to overcome these formulation challenges through their enhancement of 

Cynthia A. Challener
is contributing editor to  

Pharmaceutical Technology 

Europe. 

Development of 
Coprocessed Excipients
The right processes used with the right  
excipient combinations address evolving formulation needs.
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can provide not only good flow, 

compressibility, and fast-disintegration, 

but also excellent taste and a pleasant, 

non-gritty mouthfeel.

Coprocessed excipients are also 

increasingly being used to convert 

more complicated, labour-intensive 

formulation processes such as wet 

granulation into quicker direct-

compression processes without 

affecting the final product quality 

or performance, according to Joshi. 

He also notes that coprocessed 

excipients are being used to 

improve the efficiency of continuous 

manufacturing operations given that 

only a limited number of feeder ports 

are typically available and it is crucial 

to precisely control the flow-rate of 

excipients as they are added. 

Different excipient 
combinations
Developers of coprocessed excipients 

can theoretically use any material in 

their products, but most commonly, 

excipients that already have 

pharmacopoeial monographs  

are selected because these excipients 

have a history of being used in 

pharmaceutical product formulations, 

according to Zhang. The key when 

selecting different ingredients to use 

in a particular coprocessed excipient 

is to choose those materials that  

will provide the functionality required 

to address customer needs, Zhang 

observes. Coprocessed excipients 

can improve drug processability  

and/or drug product performance. 

“Mainly excipient developers are 

looking to solve particular customer 

problems or provide particular 

benefits, and excipients are chosen 

that can maximize the needed 

functionality,” she says.

Ideally, adds Muley, the materials 

used to create coprocessed 

excipients will also have 

synergistic interactions that lead 

to enhancements in functionality, 

so that the coprocessed excipient 

will not only simplify formulation, 

but provide improved performance. 

Joshi adds that in addition to 

having complimentary and/or 

synergistic functionalities, the 

individual excipients chosen should 

be amenable to use in commonly 

available commercial processes 

(agglomeration, spray-drying, etc.) 

and behave reproducibly under  

the processing conditions. Ingredients 

used in coprocessed excipients also 

need to be nonreactive and inert  

so they do not undergo any chemical 

changes during production, according 

to Muley.

Typically, one or more fillers are 

coprocessed with binders, glidants, 

or disintegrants depending on the 

intended purpose of the product, 

according to Diogo Gomes Lopes, 

product development scientific team 

leader, Softgel and Oral Technologies 

at Catalent. “Coprocessed excipients 

that are intended to overcome any 

manufacturing limitations of the API, 

such as poor compressibility or poor 

flowability, are often composed of 

fillers, which are coprocessed with 

binders or glidants,” he explains. 

These types of coprocessed excipients 

also have the potential to increase 

drug loading in the drug product, 

allowing for production of a smaller 

dosage form that is more acceptable 

to the patient, Gomes says. 

Some coprocessed excipients 

specifically aim to improve the 

performance of the drug product. 

Here again, Gomes points to 

coprocessed excipients for the 

manufacture of ODTs. “These 

coprocessed excipients allow for 

immediate disintegration of the tablet 

after administration while providing 

sufficient mechanical strength for 

packaging and transport,” he notes.

The materials chosen for 

coprocessing can include both 

small molecules, such as sugars 

and esters, and polymers such 

as polyvinyl acetate copolymers, 

microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), 

and starch. Coprocessing such 

varied materials together can lead 

to improved functionality, including 

greater processing properties as 

well as improved content uniformity, 

palatability, stability, and enhanced 

sustained-release performance.

Processing methods  
provide intimate mixing
Several methods are used to 

manufacture coprocessed excipients. 

The one feature they all have in 

common, according to Zhang, is that 

they involve physical processing of 

two or more excipients such that they 

interact with each other on a micro 

level, providing intimate mixing.

The most common methods 

include spray drying, flash drying, 

co-extrusion, granulation, high-shear 

granulation, fluid bed granulation, 

and roller compaction. “All of 

these processes are well known 

and are standard operations in 

pharmaceutical manufacturing,” Assis 

underscores. The key advantage is 

that under the mild conditions—

moderate temperature and pH values, 

for example—chemical reactions 

between the ingredients can 

generally be excluded. It is important, 

he emphasizes, to determine the 

potential for incompatibilities 

between the different excipients used 

that could lead to chemical changes 

and avoid any combinations that 

might present reactivity concerns.

One exciting new method that 

could play a role in the production 

of coprocessed excipients, 

according to Muley, is 3D printing. 

Fused deposition modelling, he 

notes, is a good example of an 

additive manufacturing method 

very applicable to the production 

of coprocessed excipients. “The 

use of such methods is at the very 

preliminary stage, with exploration 

of the technology just beginning,” he 

says. Such approaches fit well with 

the push by the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) to adopt more 

efficient production technologies.

Design-of-experiment  
studies valuable
Although the development of 

coprocessed excipients does not 

involve combinatorial chemistry to 

impart many different chemical and 

molecular changes, there still are a 

large number of excipients to choose 

from. “Increasing functionality by 
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In effect, this leads to more accurate 

and robust PAT [process analytical 

technology] models that do not require 

extensive model maintenance and 

updates,” he observes.

Regulatory hurdles  
present biggest challenges
Beyond demonstrating that 

individual ingredients in coprocessed 

excipients have not undergone 

any chemical changes, there are a 

few other challenges to developing 

new coprocessed solutions. 

One, according to Zhang, is that 

coprocessed excipients have fixed 

ratios of the various ingredients and 

as a result they may not be  

as broadly applicable as simple 

blends of excipients. “The current 

solution for this challenge is to  

design the coprocessed excipient in 

a way so that it meets the majority 

of needs,” she says. They are also 

designed as fit-for-use.

Manufacturing coprocessed 

excipients that are truly highly 

functional is not easy either, Muley 

adds. “A deep understanding of the 

problem or issue that will be addressed 

by the coprocessed excipient and 

proper research and development 

efforts are both required to ensure that 

new coprocessed excipients are highly 

functional and produced using a robust 

manufacturing process,” he comments. 

It is important, for instance, to 

understand and control the variability 

of the excipient’s material attributes, 

according to Dejan Lamešić, 

head of formulation and process 

development, Softgel and Oral 

Technologies with Catalent. “Doing 

so further supports pharmaceutical 

users in determining the potential 

impact of an excipient on a final drug 

product,” he says.

The higher cost of coprocessed  

excipients can be an issue as well, 

Lamešić notes. “Coprocessed 

excipients must demonstrate 

sufficient manufacturing process 

efficiency for customers,” he says. The 

uniqueness of coprocessed excipients, 

meanwhile, can be a concern for 

drug formulators from a security-of-

modifying physical interactions only 

can present challenges, and pre-

formulation studies using a design-

of-experiment (DoE) strategy can be 

very helpful at the initial development 

stages,” Muley observes.

Computational methods can 

also be used to better support 

formulators during the development 

of drug products using coprocessed 

excipients, according to Silke 

Gebert, project engineer, BASF 

Pharma Solutions. For example, she 

points to ZoomLab, BASF’s Virtual 

Formulation Assistant for predicting 

and optimizing formulations using 

advanced algorithms and thereby 

expediting drug development. 

“Marketed coprocessed materials, 

new products, and prototypes can be 

characterized using the ZoomLab-logic 

to generate a chart that identifies 

each material’s favourable and less 

favourable properties, such as particle 

size distribution, compressibility index, 

and flowability,” she explains.

Moving toward  
all-in-one solutions
The need to accelerate drug 

development and also increase 

the efficiency and reduce the cost 

of drug manufacturing is driving 

excipient suppliers to seek more 

comprehensive coprocessed product 

solutions. “The most significant 

development in the coprocessed  

field relates to the growing focus  

on all-in-one coprocessed  

excipients,” Gebert contends.

All-in-one excipients, Gebert 

explains, are strategically designed 

multifunctional materials containing all 

the functionalities required to produce 

tablets: diluent/filler, disintegrant, 

binder, and lubricant at a minimum. 

“These materials are processed 

to achieve optimal bulk density, 

flowability, blend processability, drug 

uniformity, excellent compressibility, 

fast disintegration, and outstanding 

product performance,” she says. The 

drug manufacturing process then only 

requires blending the API and the all-

in-one coprocessed excipient, then 

compressing the blend.

For these all-in-one products, 

Assis notes that common fillers 

include lactose, mannitol, and MCC; 

binders are often PVA-polyethylene 

glycol copolymers, PVP, or pre-

gelatinized starch; disintegrants can 

be crospovidone, croscarmellose, 

or starch glycolate; and lubricant 

choices include sodium stearyl 

fumarate and magnesium stearate.

“Each ingredient in these 

compositions needs to be expertly 

selected with the end-use in mind,” 

Assis stresses. Furthermore, the 

excipient manufacturing process needs 

to be designed specifically to reduce 

chemical and physical instabilities.

Continuous tabletting processes 

will benefit the most from the use of 

all-in-one coprocessed excipients, 

says Assis. “In order to reduce 

variability and dosage accuracy issues 

during the continuous manufacturing 

process, it is crucial to have a highly 

stable and controlled feed rate. With 

an all-in-one coprocessed excipient, 

rather than five feeders for the API, 

binder, filler, disintegrant, lubricant, 

only two are required for the API and 

the all-in-one coprocessed material, 

affording a more straightforward 

process,” he explains.

In addition, because coprocessed 

excipients reduce blend variability, 

they can contribute to reduced 

sampling and analytical errors for 

continuous processes monitored 

using inline/online/atline sensors, 

according to Assis. “Process analytical 

technology is increasingly being used 

during formulation development as 

well as in manufacturing. Coprocessed 

excipients have been shown to be less 

sensitive to shear, and due to their 

coprocessed multicomponent nature, 

the blend has lower intrinsic variability. 

Although the development 
of coprocessed excipients 
does not involve 
combinatorial chemistry 
to impart many different 
chemical and molecular 
changes, there still are a 
large number of excipients 
to choose from.
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supply perspective. “The excipients 

are usually only available from one 

supplier, which can increase supply 

risk and impact an innovator’s supply 

chain strategy,” Lamešić explains.

The biggest challenge to the 

adoption of coprocessed excipients, 

however, is a regulatory one. “Despite 

the significant positive feedback we 

have received about coprocessed 

excipients, there is a reluctance on 

the part of drug formulators to use 

these ‘novel’ excipients because of 

the higher risk they represent with 

respect to the regulatory approval 

process,” says Zhang.

The fact that many coprocessed 

excipients do not have an official 

monograph available is one of the 

major obstacles to their wider 

adoption in drug products, agrees 

Lamešić. “Although there have 

been developments in recent years, 

including the ongoing development 

of a general monograph on 

coprocessed excipients and 

guidance from the International 

Pharmaceutical Excipients Council 

on these products, there are still 

regulatory hurdles that need to be 

resolved,” he observes.

One of the fears surrounding the 

use of coprocessed excipients for 

formulators has been that regulatory 

agencies may request additional data 

to support the safety and efficacy of 

these materials, adds Joshi. He does 

note, however, that lately pharma 

companies have realized they cannot 

develop the drugs of tomorrow using 

traditional excipients that were 

developed decades ago. 

In addition, Joshi points out that 

excipient manufacturers have put 

into place robust manufacturing 

and quality control mechanisms to 

ensure reproducible manufacture of 

high quality, coprocessed excipients. 

There is also significant regulatory 

support provided with Type IV drug 

master file (DMF) filings and well-

documented analytical procedures. 

He also notes that FDA’s new pilot 

programme to evaluate and approve 

new excipients before they are 

used in a drug filing is a significant 

positive step. “All these factors have 

significantly increased the acceptance 

and use of coprocessed excipients 

by the pharma industry, leading to 

their increasing use in FDA-approved 

formulations,” he concludes.

Continued growth  
with improved robustness
Despite these regulatory hurdles, the 

drive to reduce the time and cost for 

new drug development will continue 

to make coprocessed excipients 

attractive and lead to their growing 

use, according to Muley. The ability 

of these materials to help drug 

makers produce more robust oral 

solid dosage forms by overcoming 

manufacturing process challenges 

and reducing variabilities will also 

keep interest levels high, adds Assis. 

Growth will increase at an even 

greater rate if a regulatory pathway 

for coprocessed excipient approval is 

established, Zhang notes. PTE 

vials and caps. Laderman believes that 

automation will continue to improve 

and be more readily adopted once 

additional vial types and sizes are 

available in standardized formats. 

Similarly, when asked about 

opportunities for improved 

automation, Zimmermann points to 

the use of robots. 

“Whatever can be automated, 

should be automated,” says 

Zimmermann. “The use of robots 

in cleanroom settings is increasing 

and constantly adding new tasks 

executed by robots. For us, this is 

not new, as we have been using 

robots since 1994. However, on 

new developments like the Flexi-

cell that we are progressing with 

a partner, the robot does three 

distinct operations: set-up of the 

fill-line, the filling and stoppering 

process, and environmental 

monitoring. This makes the aseptic 

operation less risky and more 

robust. Automated environmental 

monitoring is considered for even 

more applications, but also remote 

troubleshooting via robot arms is 

being considered as well.”

Glöckler, on the other hand, looks 

to filling equipment without any 

glove intervention during aseptic 

processing as an area of improved 

automation. While the risk of 

contamination may be lessened, 

Glöckler adds that any problem in the 

isolator has the potential to impact 

process performance. 

“Continuous online particle  

and bioburden testing replacing  

Settle plates, active air, and 

continuous particle measurement  

are in a development stage but  

still not accepted by authorities,”  

says Glöckler.

“Aseptic processing is better 

automated in that there is less 

human contact with the product, 

significantly lowering the possibility 

of contamination,” says Ahmadi, 

weighing in on the aseptic processing 

automation. “Automated aseptic 

processing removes the need for 

an operator to have close contact 

with the product and minimizes 

the number of operators needed in 

and out of critical areas. However, 

if automated aseptic processing is 

utilized, additional controls need to be 

put in place to ensure the equipment 

remains sterile. These controls include 

intervention procedures, cleaning 

validations, maintenance, etc. Aseptic 

processing is also better automated 

because it can produce more products 

in a shorter amount of time and 

minimizes the number of materials 

that need to be autoclaved. However, 

if the equipment is not functioning 

properly, there will be a loss of 

revenue in downtime.”

While we can’t banish humans 

entirely from the process floor, 

minimizing the risk associated with 

their presence is a major goal. Where 

the aseptic processing industry goes 

next, only time will tell. But it seems 

that single-use technologies and 

robotics will play a role in what’s on 

the horizon. PTE

Cover Story —  
Contin. from page 11
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into drug product design, and provide 

evidence from the resulting clinical 

trials, will increasingly have a significant 

advantage in the market, and ultimately 

this will benefit patients.”

In terms of dosage form, Thomas 

B. “Brad” Gold, PhD, vice president, 

Pharmaceutical Development, Metrics, 

specifies that oral solid dosage (OSD) 

forms are preferred by both patients 

and payers. As such, OSD forms are 

dominant within drug development  

and payer schedules. However,  

despite the fact that OSD forms are 

preferred there are still issues with 

compliance, he continues. 

“Depending on the formulation 

and treatment course, orally 

administering a drug to patients can 

become problematic and contribute 

to poor health outcomes,” Gold 

adds. “Individual dose size, as well 

as dose frequency all have an impact 

on the patient centricity of an oral 

drug. Fortunately, formulation and 

manufacturing techniques like 

amorphous solid dispersions, multiple 

unit particle systems, mini-tablets and 

other systems are helping to make 

OSDs more patient centric than ever.”

Kane concurs that OSD forms 

continue to be market-leading, not 

least because of the preference by 

patients, but also due to cost savings 

and efficiencies afforded by the dosage 

form in the small molecule market. 

“Strategies for improving adherence 

need to consider the characteristics 

of the individual therapeutic regimens 

according to the needs of the patients. 

In particular, geriatric, and paediatric 

populations have special needs/

preferences that should be considered 

when designing drug products,” 

Kane continues. “Introducing patient 

centricity into drug product design 

offers the opportunity to meet the 

needs and preferences of patients.”

Providing some examples, Kane 

explains that through employing taste-

masking to create palatable dosage 

forms will allow for improved patient 

compliance in geriatric patients with 

dysphagia, which is a difficulty in 

swallowing. Other considerations to 

improve patient centricity of a dosage 

A major component in the success of a therapeutic product is whether 

the patient actually takes the medicine—an aspect that is particularly 

pressing in patients with chronic and long-term illnesses. It has been 

well reported that non-adherence to medication regimens is significantly 

burdensome on healthcare systems and, ultimately, countries’ economies.

One way to improve patient adherence to medication is by ensuring 

the dosage form is patient-centric or user-friendly. “Patient centricity 

is gaining more focus and importance in drug development,” confirms 

Anil Kane, PhD, MBA, senior director, global technical scientific affairs, 

pharma services, Thermo Fisher Scientific. “Problems related to 

polypharmacy and patient non-adherence is critical to healthcare. 

Patient-centric pharmaceutical drug product is increasingly important to 

gain patient adherence in paediatrics, adults, and geriatric patients.”

Patient-focused thinking
Ideally, a dosage form should incorporate multiple facets to be patient-

friendly, notes Anita Solanki, lead—White Papers, Formulation R&D 

(Pharma and Nutra), ACG Group. “The ideal, patient-friendly, dosage form 

is one that is easier to swallow, non-invasive, with no taste or odour, 

has quicker brand recall and is easier to handle and carry, with suitable 

packaging materials,” she says. “So, throughout the process—right 

from dosage form selection, through to excipient selection, appearance, 

packaging, and material selection—every step needs to be considered 

with the patient in mind.”

Cornell Stamoran, PhD, vice president of Strategy and co-chair of the 

Catalent Applied Drug Delivery Institute, also agrees that key decisions 

made during drug development, such as molecule design, formulation, 

dose form, device selection, and packaging, can have an impact on 

how successful the therapy will be for patients. Stamoran confirms that 

through discussions with physicians and payors that were performed 

at Catalent’s Applied Drug Delivery Institute there is a belief “that those 

companies that more effectively incorporate patient-focused thinking 

Felicity Thomas

Focusing on the Patient  
in Drug Development
Putting the patient at the forefront of drug development is  
essential, particularly to ensure medication compliance is optimized.
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form for the paediatric segment of 

the population include the size of the 

dose, ease of administration, volume 

of fluid required to be administered, 

and dosing frequency or frequency of 

administration, he confirms.

“Innovative ideas and formulation 

strategies including fixed-dose 

combinations, modified release dosage 

forms, orodispersible formulations, 

multi-particulates, and minitablets in 

capsules or tablets will support patient-

centric drug products,” Kane states.

For Ali Rajabi-Siahboomi, vice 

president—chief innovation officer, 

Colorcon, another factor to consider is 

the potential differentiation between 

tablets, which is being sought by 

regulators and marketers. “Unique 

designs are important because they 

help make medicines memorable to 

patients, caregivers, and pharmacists, 

and may also make a tablet easier 

to take. From an anti-counterfeiting 

perspective, unique designs also make 

products more difficult to copy,” he 

says. “There are production benefits 

as well. A unique design offers 

differentiation on the packaging line, 

making it easier to visually spot a 

mix-up and prevent product recalls 

before it even happens.”

Furthermore, Rajabi-Siahboomi 

reports that the FDA has also 

acknowledged the advantages of better 

design, a fact that is apparent through 

its guidance documents—Safety 

Considerations for Product Design to 

Minimize Medication Errors and Size, 

Shape, and Other Physical Attributes 

of Generic Tablets and Capsules (1,2). 

“In essence, too many products and 

dosages look the same and there’s 

a risk dispensers may distribute the 

wrong product, or people taking 

more than one medicine (increasingly 

common in our aging population) will 

get their pills mixed up,” he explains. 

“Regulators now expect companies to 

consider aspects such as size, shape, 

colour, and differentiation between 

dosage strengths before marketing. 

Similar-looking dosages, especially plain 

white tablets, may not get through the 

regulatory process. Your tablet needs 

to be different.”

Adding to these thoughts, Hanns- 

Christian Mahler, CEO of ten23 health 

agrees that regulatory focus on patient-

centricity will further increase, albeit to 

ensure the therapeutic product is being 

used adequately and to understand 

potential liabilities when products 

are used incorrectly. “Additionally, 

connectivity (to e.g., smartphones) and 

sustainability are in my view key topics 

in relation to patient-centricity for drug/

device combination products,” he says.

In concurrence, Rajabi-Siabhoomi 

also points out that the connection with 

smartphones or smart medicines can 

provide a significant opportunity with 

on-dose authentication technology. 

“Imagine a patient scanning their 

pill with a smartphone that not only 

confirms the identity of the medicine 

but also connects the patient directly to 

support materials, such as the product 

leaflet, information that explains 

the benefits of the medicine, the 

importance of adherence, what to do 

if there are side effects, and even the 

ability to opt into reminders to take the 

medicine at the right time,” he states.

Final thoughts
As was specified earlier, poor 

adherence to a therapeutic regimen 

not only impacts the effectiveness of a 

drug but also has a financial impact on 

healthcare systems, economies, and 

patients. “Prescription drug medication 

adherence is a growing concern for 

public health, and poor adherence to 

therapy has been associated with poor 

health outcomes and higher costs for 

patients,” notes Kane.

Solanki believes that the influence 

of patient-centricity on the pharma 

industry will continue to grow and is 

leading to a big shift in priorities during 

the development of most dosage 

forms. “The patient centricity trend 

is fueling the focus on developing 

patient-friendly dosage forms. This 

trend has to be accomplished whilst 

maintaining optimum therapeutic 

efficacy and safety,” she says. 

“Concept transformation has led to the 

integration of patient-centricity into all 

aspects of R&D—including formulation 

design and dosage form development.”

However, there is more work to be 

done, according to Stamoran. “Through 

Catalent’s Applied Drug Delivery 

Institute, we have been advocating for an 

intentional, patient-focused approach to 

these areas for the last 10 years. There 

are important signs of progress, but 

there remains substantial opportunity 

to improve patient usability of both new 

and existing treatments,” he states.

Mahler hopes that patient-centricity 

and product usability remain priorities 

for the pharma industry and even 

that they grow in relevance. “After 

all, patient-centric drug development 

all about the patient and to enable 

them to have an effective and safe 

treatment,” he concludes.
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In March 2022, a panel of experts 
were interviewed by Pharmaceutical 
Technology Europe for a Drug Solutions 
Podcast episode, focusing on the topic 
of drug dosage form trends that have 
had an impact on the bio/pharma 
industry in recent years.

The panel of experts involved in 
the discussion were Anita Solanki 
and Dr. Jnanadeva Bhat, both from 
ACG Group; Cornell Stamoran, from 
the Catalent Applied Drug Delivery 
Institute; Dr. Ali Rajabi-Siahboomi 

from Colorcon; Brad Gold, from 
Metrics Contract Services; Hanns-
Christian Mahler, from ten23 health; 
and Anil Kane, from Thermo Fisher 
Scientific. Amongst the talking 
points, the panel broached the 
topic of patient-centricity as well 
as overarching development trends 
and the potential effect of novel 
excipients on dosage forms.

If you would like to listen to the 
episode in full, visit www.PharmTech.
com/view/drug-dosage-form-trends.
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viral vectors, which are crucial 

raw materials. 

“[Cell and gene therapies] are 

incredibly complex by historical 

biopharma industry standards,” 

says Tim Charlebois, NIIMBL 

Senior Fellow. “While we have 

seen great promise with the early 

successes, there is still a lot we 

don’t understand about them—how 

to make them, how to analyze 

them, [and] how to ensure they can 

be produced with a reliability and 

quality that meet the standards 

that patients expect and deserve. 

At the same time, there is great 

urgency to develop products rapidly, 

because many of the therapies are 

intended to address acute unmet 

medical needs.” 

Charlebois explains that one 

challenge is understanding the 

relationship of critical quality 

attributes to fundamental process 

and analytical technology. Other 

challenges involve workforce 

needs and manufacturing capacity, 

complexity, and cost. “Overall, 

these challenges are tied to the 

tremendous novelty and diversity 

of the candidate technologies and 

therapeutic approaches being 

undertaken,” he concludes.

Facilitating  
technology development
BioPhorum’s Cell and Gene 

Therapy Phorum, formed in 2018, 

aims to facilitate development 

of CGTs and smooth the way to 

commercialization of CGT products 

(1). For example, detailed process 

maps for the manufacture of cell 

therapies (2) and gene therapies (3) 

explain the different modalities. A 

“toolkit” released by BioPhorum in 

April 2022 (4) defines and describes 

the complex ecosystems of CGT 

manufacturing and supply to “provide 

a common language and framework 

P recompetitive consortiums create a space for both 

manufacturers and equipment and technology suppliers to 

find solutions to manufacturing challenges that affect the whole 

industry. By working together, they seek to create standardized 

tools—including software, hardware, and analytical methods—and 

to harmonize the technical language around these tools. One of the 

desired results is that vendors can then create products that all 

manufacturers can use, rather than designing bespoke solutions. 

Another way consortiums boost technology adoption is by bringing 

together different perspectives to identify industry challenges, 

broaden and clarify the definition of specific problems, and propose 

“roadmaps” that companies can then use in their own journeys. 

“A consortia-based approach affords the opportunity to 

broadly advance capabilities that can be used by many—and do 

so more quickly—through more iterations being conducted and 

communicated in a more compressed timeframe,” explains Chris 

Yochim, business development director at the National Institute 

for Innovation in Manufacturing Biopharmaceuticals (NIIMBL) in 

the United States. “Individual companies must intensely focus on 

addressing the challenges of their respective product portfolios. 

They try to apply what they learn to the next product coming 

through, but they are limited by whatever experiences they did or 

didn’t happen to encounter.”

Consortiums are especially crucial for emerging therapy 

areas. As these therapies move through development toward 

commercialization, collaborative efforts can help speed the 

solution of problems that arise when trying to manufacture 

efficiently at commercial scale. The common goal is to bring 

solutions—quickly and cost-effectively—to patients. Many 

companies and organizations, including consortiums, are currently 

working on challenges related to improving the manufacturing 

processes of cell and gene therapies (CGTs) as well as those of 

Jennifer Markarian is 

manufacturing reporter for 

Pharmaceutical Technology 

Europe.

Coming Together to 
Enable Cell and Gene 
Therapy Manufacturing
Precompetitive consortiums seek solutions to industry-wide challenges.

Consortiums are 
especially crucial for 
emerging therapy areas 
as [they] move through 
development toward 
commercialization.
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for collaboration,” (5) which is 

important for supply partnerships 

and, in particular, for developing 

information technology (IT) systems. 

BioPhorum says that the models, 

which map out six common types 

of CGTs, can be expanded to new 

modalities as needed. According 

to BioPhorum, “If IT solutions built 

today can support multiple therapy 

modalities, then future therapies can 

be brought to market more quickly 

and supported more easily” (6). 

Best practices for  
single-use technologies
The Bio-Process Systems  

Alliance (BPSA), an industry 

association that facilitates 

biopharmaceutical manufacturing 

using single-use technologies (SUT), 

has a technical committee dedicated 

to CGT chaired by Brendan Lucey, 

who is also Cross Unit director of 

Marketing Strategy at Entegris. 

“Due to the broad nature of 

our membership, we are able to 

understand what is going on across 

the industry and address the pain 

points that we are seeing globally,” 

says Lucey. He says that a key 

advantage of addressing these issues 

through the BPSA consortium is 

having input from both the end users 

(i.e., drug manufacturers) and the 

SUT suppliers to find solutions that 

will work for everyone. Having broad 

solutions, rather than a custom 

solution that works for just one user, 

has been crucial to meet production 

needs during times of tight global 

supply chains, such as those the 

industry has been experiencing in 

the past couple years.  

Increasing the industry’s capacity 

to make and supply viral vectors 

has been of high importance, as 

demand for these starting materials 

in cell and gene therapy production 

has outpaced supply. The BPSA 

CGT Committee has been working 

on a technical guide for viral vector 

manufacturing, which is due to be 

published in June 2022. 

“This paper was an 18-month 

project led by more than a dozen 

subject matter experts [who have] 

insights into the challenges and 

benefits of scalable cell and gene 

therapy processes,” says Kevin Ott, 

executive director of BPSA.

The report will discuss how 

SUT can meet both present and 

future challenges in viral vector 

manufacturing. It will address topics 

including scalability, standardization, 

change management, system 

robustness and integrity, and 

quality. The paper will also show 

The common goal is  
to bring solutions—
quickly and cost-
effectively—to patients.

Having broad solutions, 
rather than a custom 
solution that works for 
just one user, has been 
crucial to meet production 
needs during times of 
tight global supply chains.
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Cross is working with NIIMBL to 

develop open-source platform 

technologies and materials for AAV 

and lentivirus. “The intent is to make 

these broadly available for research 

purposes and enhance the ability of 

investigators and smaller, less-well 

funded entities to pursue therapies 

dependent on viral vectors,” 

explains Charlebois.

NIIMBL is also partnering with 

the international advocacy group 

Alliance for Regenerative Medicine 

(ARM). NIIMBL and ARM’s Project 

A-Gene is a case study-based 

approach to integrating quality-

by-design (QbD) principles in gene 

therapy chemistry, manufacturing, 

and controls programmes (11). The 

project brought together more 

than 50 industry experts from 20 

therapeutic developers, as well 

as experts from the US Food and 

Drug Administration (FDA) and 

the Standards Coordinating Body 

for Gene, Cell, and Regenerative 

Medicines and Cell-Based Drug 

Discovery to identify best practices 

for the manufacture of a viral vector 

for use in gene therapy. The results  

of the four-year project were shared 

in a report (12) and in a webinar 

series that will culminate with  

a workshop in June 2022. The 

project leaders hope that the study 

will help developers overcome 

barriers to moving from clinical 

trials to commercial production, 

how a completely closed system is 

designed to keep out any potential 

contaminants, says Lucey.  

The committee has previously 

published technical guides detailing 

best practices for SUT in CGT 

manufacturing (7) and considerations 

for extractables and leachables (E&L) 

in CGT development (8). 

“Each emerging biotherapeutic 

class comes with potentially unique 

process, regulatory, and commercial 

requirements that must be taken 

into account,” says Lucey. For 

example, E&L concerns in CGT differ 

from the historical concerns of other 

types of bioprocessing. “[The BPSA 

report on CGT E&L considerations] 

helps end users assess their risk 

and think about regulatory concerns 

before having that first meeting with 

regulatory agencies.  It enables end 

users to make smart choices early 

in the process that reduce any E&L 

concerns,” he explains. 

Advancing innovation  
in the US and globally
NIIMBL, a public-private partnership 

funded by the US federal government 

and consortium members, works 

to advance biopharmaceutical 

manufacturing in the US through 

activities such as developing 

standards and workforce training. 

In the CGT area, NIIMBL is focusing 

on viral vector manufacturing 

and analytics. 

“Limited availability of viral vectors, 

such as adeno-associated virus (AAV) 

and lentivirus, represent a major 

bottleneck, which is constraining the 

growth and successful development 

of both gene and cell therapies,” says 

Charlebois. “Enormous investments 

in facilities, equipment, technology, 

and staff have recently been 

undertaken, but there is a long way 

to go to meet the overall needs of the 

cell and gene therapy community. 

We are bringing together thought 

leaders and technical experts across 

industry to develop a programme 

of collaborative, precompetitive 

work that can both advance and 

improve access to the critical process 

and analytical technologies in this 

space. We are also developing and 

supporting workforce programmes 

to help address the rapidly growing 

need for expertise in technical 

development, manufacturing, quality, 

and regulatory disciplines for viral 

vector manufacturing.”

In one project, the United 

States Pharmacopeia and the US 

Department of Commerce’s National 

Institute of Standards and Technology 

are performing an interlaboratory 

study to measure critical quality 

attributes for AAV products, 

which can be used to deliver gene 

therapies, and NIIMBL is providing the 

collaborative platform (9).  

In a project funded through the 

American Rescue Plan (10), Caring 

Alongside the precompetitive consortiums finding 

solutions to industry-wide problems are organizations 

that bring together academic researchers, investors, 

and infrastructure to demonstrate technologies or 

provide resources to start-up companies. 

The United Kingdom’s Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult 

(CGT Catapult) collaborates with companies at its 

Manufacturing Innovation Centre located in Stevenage, 

United Kingdom. For example, in March 2022, the 

CGT Catapult, contract manufacturing organization 

Symbiosis, and clinical-stage biotechnology company 

Freeline Therapeutics together completed a project 

to demonstrate a lean manufacturing method for the 

sterile filling of Freeline’s viral vector (1). 

“This reduction in the time taken between consecutive 
stages in the UK’s [advanced therapy medicinal 
products] drug development manufacturing supply 
chain not only exceeds the project’s original target to 
reduce the timeline by over 25%, but underlines how 
progressive collaborative strategic approaches can 
create opportunities for our shared clients to add value 
to their pharmaceutical assets by accelerating their 
development through clinical trial and, ultimately, bring 
life-changing therapies to patients more quickly,” said 
Symbiosis CEO Colin MacKay, in the press release (1).

Reference
1. CGT Catapult, “Symbiosis Announces Successful  

Completion of UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) 
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Catalyzing new technologies
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similarly to how a 2009 case study 

on applying QbD to monoclonal 

antibody production lowered 

barriers in that area (11). 

“The case study represents 

current thinking around best 

practices in advancing small-

batch clinical trial manufacturing 

to commercial-scale production,” 

explains Gene Schaefer, NIIMBL 

Senior Fellow. “The output 

document is a valuable reference 

 for both organizations that 

participated as well as other 

organizations working in this area. 

[The document] is not meant to be 

prescriptive, but rather a starting 

point for discussions and  

decisions within an organization 

about the best approach that  

aligns with an organization’s 

capabilities and priorities.”

Later in 2022, ARM and NIIMBL will 

be releasing project A-Cell, which 

takes a similar approach of applying 

QbD principles to the manufacture of 

a cell-based therapy.

Benefits of consortiums
Companies should get involved in 

consortia that are relevant to them, 

both to benefit themselves and the 

industry as a whole. “Progress is 

being made to advance the field, and 

that progress benefits from as broad 

a cross-section of stakeholders 

being engaged as possible,” 

concludes Yochim. “Organizations 

that actively engage in meetings, 

on project teams, in the governance 

of the institute, and in other ways 

generally have very deep and lasting 

interactions that provide technical 

and workforce-related benefits back 

to the member.” 
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the toxicity of the elements and 

route of administration, and it 

is written as such to allow for 

consistent evolution of potential 

elemental impurity contamination 

across all pharmaceutical and 

biopharmaceutical products. This 

approach has greatly improved 

patient safety, as it allows for a 

common approach to controlling 

elemental impurities based on 

health risks. Prior to this, elemental 

testing and limits were often based 

on the analytical capabilities of the 

instrumentation or reliance on a 

colorimetric ‘Heavy Metals’ test, 

which was insensitive, unspecific, 

and prone to poor recoveries (500 

parts per million [ppm] of mercury 

in a sample could still give a 

passing result).  

Suggested techniques  
and best practices
PTE: What analytical techniques are 

commonly employed to measure 

elemental impurities in bio/

pharmaceutical products?

Cross (RSSL): Although ICH 

guidelines do not include any 

specific recommendations on 

instrumental methods, the following 

analytical procedures are suggested 

in United States Pharmacopeia 

(USP) <233> dependent on the 

expected concentration of the 

elemental impurity in the product 

or component: inductively coupled 

plasma–mass spectroscopy 

(ICP–MS)—parts-per-billion (ppb) 

concentrations; and inductively 

coupled plasma–optical emission 

spectroscopy (ICP–OES)—ppm 

concentrations. The chapter also 

sets out recommended analytic 

P otential elemental impurities in drug products have been 

analyzed for many years, with various methods presented 

in pharmacopoeias across the globe. As the world has become 

more connected, safety and quality compliance within the 

pharmaceutical industry has begun to harmonize. For elemental 

impurities testing, this harmonized work is apparent in the 

International Council for Harmonisation’s (ICH’s) Q3D guidance 

documents (1,2). 

To learn more about elemental impurities analysis, including 

the importance of this analytical process, the techniques that 

are commonly employed, limitations of current techniques, and 

potential next steps, Pharmaceutical Technology Europe spoke with 

Alan Cross, technical specialist at RSSL.

Patient safety is paramount
PTE: Why is the analysis of elemental impurities so important in 

bio/pharma?

Cross (RSSL): Any analytical testing performed on 

pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical materials is primarily to 

ensure that patient safety is maintained. This is performed either 

by confirmation that the correct dose of the correct drug substance 

is being administered or that the dose has no physical or chemical 

contaminants that may cause harm, or if there are contaminants, 

that they are below a defined acceptable exposure level. Elemental 

impurities are no different from any other contaminant, but until 

recently, the control of these potentially harmful species has been 

somewhat lacking.

The current elemental testing requirements came into force 

in 2018 in both the European and United States pharmacopoeias 

following the ICH Q3D document on elemental impurities. This 

document defined permissible daily exposure (PDE) limits for 

24 elements based on robust medical data, which considered 

Felicity Thomas

Ensuring Patient Safety 
Through Elemental 
Impurity Analysis
Analyzing elemental impurities in drug products is—much like  
other analytical testing—primarily aimed at ensuring patient safety. “Elemental impurities  

are no different from  
any other contaminant, 
but until recently, 
the control of these 
potentially harmful 
species has been 
somewhat lacking.”

—Alan Cross,
RSSL
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procedures for measuring elemental 

impurities to these methods. 

Both techniques are ideally suited 

to elemental impurity analysis, as 

they are able to measure multiple 

elements simultaneously. Therefore, 

if a full analysis of the 24 elements 

is required, these techniques are 

ideal. Both ICP–MS and ICP–OES 

also allow for a simple screen 

to take place whereby samples 

are analyzed against a simplified 

calibration. This can be powerful 

in performing risk assessments on 

samples, as described in the ICH 

Q3D guideline in which 30% of PDE 

can be set on a product. If three 

lots of in-production or six lots of 

development product tested by the 

screening method and are shown 

to be below this level, then further 

testing may not be required.

As the regulations insist that 

methods are validated prior to 

use, this allows flexibility for 

alternative methods to be used. 

These methods may be considered 

based on existing capability, 

specific chemistry of samples, or 

simplification of analysis if only one 

or two elements require testing. 

Examples might include, atomic 

absorption spectroscopy (AAS), 

typically a flame AAS would struggle 

to achieve the required levels of 

detection for elemental impurities 

control but for some elements other 

forms of AAS can be used which 

will provide the required detection 

limits. Vapour generation AAS is 

sensitive to ppb levels for elements 

such as arsenic and mercury, and 

graphite furnace AAS is easily 

applied to detect lead and cadmium 

at low levels. 

Other techniques that may be 

employed might be microwave 

plasma atomic emission 

spectroscopy, a relatively new 

technique to the market which 

uses nitrogen as a plasma gas so has 

relatively low running costs, when 

compared to ICP–OES which uses 

expensive argon as a plasma gas. 

Specific mercury analyzers utilize 

the volatile nature of mercury to 

allow untreated whole samples 

as solids or liquids to be analyzed 

directly by heating and measuring 

the mercury gas evolved, this 

simplifies testing and reduces 

analysis time and preparation costs.

PTE: Could you share any best 

practices in terms of analyzing 

elemental impurities in development?

Cross (RSSL): Preparation of 

the samples is as important as the 

analysis itself. Understanding the 

behaviour of the analytes and the 

sample matrix will allow for robust 

methods to be developed.

Technique limitations  
and advantages
PTE: Are there any limitations with 

current analytical techniques for the 

analysis of elemental impurities?

Cross (RSSL): Traditionally, the 

main issue with elemental analysis, 

particularly in ICP–MS with chemical 

interferences affecting the accuracy 

of the results, is that over time 

many modifications to the basic 

ICP–MS system have allowed for 

better resolution—with systems 

such as collision cells and kinetic 

energy discrimination to remove 

interferences from the samples. 

These methods are now also 

commonly being combined into 

triple quadrupole systems, which 

allow for even greater discrimination 

and reduction in detection limits. 

All analytical techniques, with 

the exception of graphite furnace 

AAS, use solution volumes in 

excess of 1 mL for analysis. This is 

not problematic if there is a large 

amount of sample, but it can cause 

issues when the amount of drug 

product or substance produced is 

very small, which is becoming more 

typical in the burgeoning biologics 

and biosimilars field. This means 

that novel preparation techniques 

need to be employed that can work 

with small sample amounts and final 

volumes to maintain the required 

detection limits, as well as further 

use of sample introduction systems 

that can work with small volumes, 

which are currently employed in 

some instrumental set-ups. 

PTE: How about the advantages 

of the current techniques? Could 

you run through some of those?

Cross (RSSL): The advantage of 

the key analytical techniques, such 

as ICP–MS, ICP–OES, and AAS, is 

that they are truly multi-elemental 

techniques. These systems can 

analyze, either simultaneously or 

sequentially, the majority of the 

periodic table. The instrumentation 

manufacturers are constantly 

working towards lower detection 

limits and better resolution, as well 

as interference control.

An interest in speciation 
PTE: What trends do you foresee 

impacting elemental impurity 

analysis in the future?

Cross (RSSL): The food industry 

has had a particular interest in the 

speciation of certain elements, such 

as arsenic and mercury, where the 

form (organic or inorganic) has a 

big impact on the toxicity, and this 

consideration is also included in 

the USP/EP/ICH guidance. If a drug 

product is found to have levels of 

arsenic or mercury exceeding the 

PDE levels, speciation could be used 

to discriminate between toxic and 

less toxic forms to demonstrate 

compliance with the regulations.

References
1. ICH, Q3D(R1) Guideline for Elemental  
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“Understanding the 
behaviour of the analytes 
and the sample matrix will 
allow for robust methods 
to be developed.”

—Alan Cross,
RSSL

“The advantage of the key 
analytical techniques … is 
that they are truly multi-
elemental techniques.”

—Alan Cross,
RSSL
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of a number of leading European 

pharma and biotech clusters in 

France, Switzerland, Italy, and 

Germany,” Brooks continues. “There 

was nothing serving this market 

already in the centre of Europe, 

and we thought the Easyfairs team, 

with our deep experience in running 

events in the packaging world, could 

serve this segment of the market 

well. The event is perfectly placed 

to bring together key influencers 

from leading pharmaceutical 

groups, biotechs, industry clusters, 

and suppliers.” 

To gain a greater understanding 

about this new event, Pharmaceutical 

Technology Europe spoke in more 

detail with Brooks about the 

event’s main areas of focus, things 

for visitors to look out for, the 

reasoning behind the formation of 

the event, and the prospects for 

the future.

Four key areas
PTE: Why have you chosen the four 

key areas—Innovative Packaging, 

Drug Delivery Systems, contract 

manufacturing organizations/

contract development and 

manufacturing organizations (CMO/

CDMO), and Filling & Assembling 

Processes—for the event?

Brooks (Easyfairs): The 

pharmaceutical and biotech 

markets are experiencing 

incredible advances across the 

sector. With an array of new 

developments in the field, including 

personalized treatments, biologics, 

nanotechnology, and increasing 

digitalization across the supply 

chain, to name just a few, we knew 

this was the right time to launch an 

event that would be geared towards 

looking at the future of innovation 

in the sector. Understanding the 

shifting landscape of European 

regulations and trends in innovation 

of drug design and delivery systems 

has never been more important. 

What we’re doing is creating 

an event that looks at everything 

downstream of the molecule. In other 

words, once the science has been 

T he bio/pharma industry, despite being renowned as a slow 

adopter of novel technologies, is experiencing a boon 

in innovation—be that in the therapeutic modalities under 

investigation, the techniques being employed for drug development 

and manufacturing, or advances in materials used for packaging 

and drug delivery devices. A major driver for innovation within 

the bio/pharma sector has been the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

propelled advances such as the approval of messenger RNA (mRNA) 

vaccines at record-breaking speeds and led to many companies 

pivoting to deal with the urgent requirements for capacity and 

supply chain flexibility needed to overcome pandemic challenges.

A major contributor in the efforts to combat COVID-19 was 

the European bio/pharma industry, with players from European 

countries providing key services and making important development 

breakthroughs. However, despite the various life sciences and 

biotech hubs and clusters located within the European region, there 

has not necessarily been a translation of expertise into commercial 

success, particularly in terms of biotech (1).

Exhibitions and conferences are potential avenues for companies 

within the bio/pharma industry to showcase their expertise 

and broaden their potential commercial reach. In line with this 

type of entrepreneurial opportunity, event organizer Easyfairs 

is launching the Connect in Pharma event in September 2022 in 

Switzerland. “We’re really excited to be launching this event in 

Geneva, Switzerland, as we think it’s the ideal meeting place to 

bring together leading pharmaceutical companies, biotechs, and 

suppliers,” explains Josh Brooks, marketing & community director, 

Packaging at Easyfairs. 

“Before deciding on a location, we conducted extensive market 

research, and it quickly became clear, just by the sheer proximity of 

so many biopharmaceutical companies, associations, and research 

centres, that the event had to be in Geneva. This city is at the heart 

Felicity Thomas

Connecting the  
Dots for Pharma
The inaugural Connect in Pharma event will take  
place on 14 and 15 September in Geneva, Switzerland.
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done, there’s a lot of resources that 

need to go into getting that molecule 

into a form that can be delivered in 

a safe way to a patient. Having the 

right drug delivery system, filling and 

finishing vials in a sterile environment, 

packaging, and outsourcing are all 

important components that are part 

of that process. 

There’s a vibrant community 

in Europe making extraordinary 

advances in all these areas. 

Businesses are looking for the 

most effective way to bring their 

products to market against the 

backdrop of shifting regulations 

and an expanding and ageing 

population. We believe this biotech 

and pharmaceutical community is 

underserved, and we’d like to help 

bring key players together. 

We’re very focussed right now 

on working with our newly formed 

advisory board to put together 

the details of the programme, but 

participants can expect to hear from 

experts on a range of subjects, from 

sustainability to patient-centred 

design to the impact of industry 4.0 

on production and supply chains, to 

name just a few. 

Making connections
PTE: What can visitors experience 

while at the show?

Brooks (Easyfairs): After more 

than two years of cancelled events, 

we think it’s a really exciting time 

to be bringing people together. 

First and foremost, it will be 

an opportunity for visitors to 

discover the latest products and 

services that will help them solve 

their packaging and production 

challenges. Many of the world’s 

leading suppliers of devices, 

packaging, and CMO/CDMO services 

will be exhibiting—companies like 

BD, Gerresheimer, Catalent, Unither, 

Essentra, and many more—so it will 

be a perfect opportunity to meet 

these companies in one place.

Connect in Pharma aims to 

ensure that people have multiple 

opportunities to meet and 

network—like a champagne bar  

right in the centre of the event,  

VIP areas, and we’re planning a  

party on the evening of the first  

day. It’s about fun, but it’s also  

about making new connections  

and seeing old colleagues and 

friends—all in the interest of  

driving new collaborations,  

ideas, and innovations.

We’re also very happy to be able 

to share that we will be hosting 

the presentation of the inaugural 

Sustainable Medicines Packaging 

Awards, which are given by the 

Sustainable Medicines Partnership. 

It’s a new awards programme 

from a new organization that is 

aiming to drive a reduction in the 

environmental footprint of the 

whole pharmaceutical industry 

supply chain—more details can be 

found on the event website.

In addition to all that, visitors  

will find a conference programme 

that includes a range of 

opportunities to see and hear 

about advances and trends through 

plenary talks and workshops.

The plenary conferences aim 

to help the market think about 

the pharmaceutical Europe of 

tomorrow. This high-level and 

non-commercial conferences 

programme will give the floor to 

experts from labs including Roche, 

as well as consultants, corporates, 

and manufacturers at the forefront 

of future developments in the world 

of biopharmaceuticals. Organized 

as four half-days, they will each 

address a theme related to the 

four main areas of the supply chain 

present in the exhibition area: 

pharmaceutical packaging (primary 

and secondary), medical devices, 

pharmaceutical sub-contracting, 

and pharmaceutical equipment. 

Visitors can also register for 

45-minute workshops where 

experts in packaging, medical 

devices, pharmaceutical equipment 

manufacturers, and CMO/CDMO will 

provide insights and advice. These 

workshops are all about finding 

technical solutions to problems. 

It will be less of a product pitch, 

and more solution focused. This 

part of the programme is intended 

to provide representatives from 

pharmaceutical and biotech 

companies with the opportunity  

to interact with different  

suppliers to better understand  

best practices and challenges of 

their suggested solutions. 

Furthermore, we are dedicating  

a portion of exhibit space to 

highlight innovation. This will  

allow participants to hear 

from exhibitors who will be 

demonstrating their latest 

innovation or technology within 

short, 15-minute segments. We 

think this will be a great tool to l 

earn about the latest innovations  

in the market and find new  

suppliers and partners.

Bringing the  
community together
PTE: What are you hoping to achieve 

with this inaugural event? Are there 

any particular targets/outcomes you 

have in mind?

Brooks (Easyfairs): As this is 

the first edition of this event, our 

biggest challenge and measure of 

success will be around the extent 

to which we bring this community 

together. It will take a few years to 

build the brand so that Connect in 

Pharma becomes associated with 

connecting people and is recognized 

as the place to go to discover new 

clients and suppliers.

The dream scenario, the real 

measure of success, is when a 

product comes to market that 

happened as a result of a meeting 

or discussion that took place at our 

event. That can take a long time,  

but we’ve seen it happen time and 

again with our other trade shows, 

and that’s when you really know 

you’ve succeeded. 

If we can create a new platform 

where people can meet, build their 

business, feel inspired and come 

away with new ideas, then we’ve 

done our jobs. For exhibitors, that 

means new business opportunities 

and new clients. For others, it will 
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digital offering and exploring other 

meaningful and useful information 

services around the event.
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mean finding inspiration for what 

the future looks like and discovering 

new solutions. 

Future events
PTE: Have you already started planning 

future events? Will the event be an 

annual occurrence or a different 

frequency perhaps? Will you expand 

the exhibition or change location, etc?

Brooks (Easyfairs): We have 

created Connect in Pharma as the 

first edition of an annual event. It 

is our ambition to grow the event 

in terms of scale. We expect to 

have about 100 exhibitors this 

year, but the venue at Palexpo 

has the capacity to accommodate 

larger exhibitions, and we expect 

the event to grow in the future. 

The location of Geneva will be 

maintained for any future  

events. We are always looking 

at ways to build our community. 

That means we will be looking 

at opportunities to develop the 

The event is taking place at Palexpo, the international exhibition and 

congress centre located within a two-minute walk from the Geneva 

airport in Switzerland, between 14 and 15 September 2022 Registration 

for the event is free. 

More information about the event, exhibitors, and how to sign up to 

receive updates by email can be found at www.connectinpharma.com.

Event and registration details

A peer-reviewed article, “IVPT Data Analysis with  

FDA Statistical Approach to Assess Bioequivalence,” 

has been published in the June 2022 issue of 

Pharmaceutical Technology North America and is 

available on PharmTech.com.

This article describes the data processing procedures 

used by the authors from in-vitro permeation test 

(IVPT) studies. The authors make a case for using a 

Microsoft (MS) Excel statistical tool, IVPT-Stat, to 

perform FDA statistic bioequivalence (BE) analysis on 

topical generic drug products (1). The tool is used to 

evaluate data that contain cutaneous pharmacokinetic 

parameters, such as maximum flux (Jmax) and total 

cumulative amount permeated (denoted as AMT), of 

the test (T) and reference (R) topical drug products. 

Using case examples, the authors demonstrate the 

use of the algorithms and functionalities contained in 

the IVPT-Stat tool. 

The authors point out that, although topical drug 

products are widely used for treating a variety 

of human skin diseases, the development of this 

category of generics nevertheless lags far behind other 

pharmaceutical product categories. This may be due 

to a lack of standardization in BE studies and statistical 

data analysis for topical drugs. Because IVPT is the 

most commonly used test for evaluating cutaneous 

pharmacokinetic parameters (i.e., the rate and extent of 

drug permeation through the skin), it would be a useful 

test for evaluating generic topical drugs in comparison 

with the original reference product. This same in-vitro 

approach has been shown to be an appropriate test for 

demonstrating BE of locally-acting topical drug products. 

An IVPT study typically employs apparatuses such as 

a vertical diffusion cell system (also known as a static 

diffusion system) and a flow-through cell system. In the 

study, a product being tested is dosed uniformly on the 

topical surface of a skin section mounted on a diffusion 

cell, while an opposite-skin surface is placed in contact 

with an isotonic receptor solution. In this maaner, the T 

and R products are tested in parallel. By analyzing the 

drug concentrations in the receptor solutions collected 

at different time points, the permeation rate profile (flux 

versus time) and cumulative amount profile (cumulative 

amount permeated versus time) can be plotted.

One benefit of the IVPT-Stat tool is its user-friendly 

functionality. It can easily be run by most industry 

practitioners. The tool also makes analysis of IVPT data 

easier. More importantly, because IVPT-Stat has been 

validated for use in complex BE analysis, it can be used 

in accordance with FDA’s statistics as described in the 

agency’s draft guidance (2). 

Currently, there have been no official standard 

procedures established for the use of IVPT studies 

in the statistical analysis of BE, which is why it 

is especially critical for users to validate the IVPT-

Stat tool before using it in an updated regulated 

environment. This tool would allow users to obtain BE 

parameters and make a BE/Not BE conclusion simply 

by entering raw data (Jmax or AMT) in the MS Excel 

sheets and running the calculations. In particular, 

IVPT-Stat could be a helpful tool for drug developers 

specializing in topical drug products.

References
1. L. Lei and A. Patel, “IVPT Data Analysis with FDA Statistical 

Approach to Assess Bioequivalence,” Pharmaceutical 
Technology 46 (6) 2022.

2. FDA, Draft Guidance on Acyclovir (CDER, December 2016).

—Feliza Mirasol

Editor’s Note: IVPT Data Analysis with FDA Statistical Approach to Assess Bioequivalence

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/drugsatfda_docs/psg/Acyclovir_topical%20cream_RLD%2021478_RV12-16.pdf
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Benevolent AI (7), Sanofi/

Exscientia (8), Shinogi/Elix 

(9), Shinogi/NEC Corporation 

(10), Astrogen (11), Ono 

Pharmaceutical (12), and Teijin 

Pharma with Iktos (13).

• However, all is not rosy in the 

AI garden. Concerns have been 

raised regarding the accuracy 

of AI-supported software 

used to diagnose and guide 

treatment (14, 15), highlighting 

the importance of high-quality 

training data to prevent AI bias 

and, in some cases, AI-enabled 

systems may be more beneficial 

to augment human decisions 

rather than as standalone tools 

(14, 16). In addition, the ethical 

implications of using AI analytics 

and the wider issues associated 

with healthcare data storage and 

data security continues to be 

debated, emphasizing the need 

for strict regulatory oversight in 

this area (17). 

What: leading innovators 
• Although many biopharma 

companies have established 

their own in-house AI 

capabilities, some still rely on 

partnerships with AI vendors—

Atomwise, BenevolentAI, 

ConcertAI, Exscientia, Google 

Quantum AI, Iktos, Insilico 

Medicine, MicroSoft, Recursion 

Pharma, and Sensyne Health—

to support their drug discovery 

programmes and identify novel 

drug targets, biomarkers, 

and new chemical entities for 

clinical valuation (18, 19).

When: new arrivals
• According to market research 

(2021), the global AI in pharma 

market is expected to grow from 

US$935 million (€872 million) 

A  rtificial intelligence (AI) is a disruptive force and promises to 

help speed up drug identification; improve patient selection; 

create digital twins; improve manufacturing; tailor marketing material; 

enhance customer engagement; predict chronic diseases; and support 

health equity (1). However, there are some disadvantages with AI that 

need to be taken into consideration. 

The following article discusses AI in the bio/pharmaceutical industry 

and its effect on who, what, when, and why its adoption is of interest.

Who: winners and losers
• In 2021, AI start-ups attracted $66.8 billion (€62.31 billion) in 

investment (+108% year-on-year) and healthcare AI accounted for 

nearly 20% of total funding (2). Healthcare AI company Deep Mind 

(a Google Health company) was in pole position followed by IBM 

Watson Health and Oncora Medical. However, many companies 

such as Babylon Health and Caption Health are waiting to jump 

on the podium (3). 

• Investment in AI has stimulated growth in start-ups, specialized 

products, initial public offering (IPOs), and acquisitions. Exscientia, 

one of the first companies to evaluate AI-designed drugs in Phase I 

clinical trials listed on the NASDAQ with a valuation of US$3 billion 

(€2.8 billion) in October 2021 (4). In December 2021, Benevolent 

AI signed an agreement with the SPAC, Odyssey Acquisition to 

accelerate its AI-enabled clinical pipeline and reached unicorn 

status with a pre-money valuation of €1.1 billion (US$1.24 billion) 

and a post-valuation of up to €1.5 billion (US$1.69 billion) (5).

• Not surprisingly, AI start-ups have attracted a lot of attention 

from biopharma with Pfizer, Takeda, and AstraZeneca leading the 

way in terms of deals, followed by Novartis, Bristol Myers Squibb 

(BMS), Roche, Janssen, Merck KGaA, Boehringer Ingelheim, Bayer, 

GlaxoSmithKline (GSK), and Sanofi (6). A number of partnerships 

have already been announced in 2022 between AstraZeneca/

Cleo Bern Hartley
is a pharma consultant, 

former pharma analyst,  

and research scientist.

Big Pharma in the Balance
Is AI a panacea for pharma’s productivity gap?

Although many  
biopharma companies 
have established  
their own in-house  
AI capabilities, some  
still rely on partnerships 
with AI vendors.
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in 2021 to US$1236 million 

(€1152.82 million) in 2022 at a 

compound annual growth rate 

of 32.3% driven by the launch 

of new start-ups and new 

services (20). Pharma is looking 

at leveraging AI beyond drug 

discovery and development to 

transform the way they perform 

clinical trials and interact and 

communicate with stakeholders. 

This has fuelled a new breed 

of AI start-ups—AiCure, Avaya, 

Deep Lens, Owkin, UNlearn.AI, 

and VeriSIM Life—to service this 

need (21, 22).

Why: pluses and minuses
• Overall, AI is being adopted on 

a large scale by pharma and 

healthcare companies due to 

its capacity to bring intelligence 

to repetitive tasks. It is well-

suited to managing substantial 

amounts of healthcare data 

and can be deployed quickly, 

cheaply, and flexibly across the 

supply chain to problem-solve 

and tailor solutions to meet 

business requirements and 

market demands. For instance, in 

a review article Paul Debleena et 

al. (2021) stated,  “AI can also be 

implemented for the regulation 

of in-line manufacturing 

processes to achieve the desired 

standard of the product. Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) based 

monitoring of the freeze-drying 

process is used, which applies 

a combination of self-adaptive 

evolution along with local search 

and backpropagation algorithms. 

This can be used to predict the 

temperature and desiccated-

cake thickness at a future time 

point (t + Δt) for a particular set of 

operating conditions, eventually 

helping to keep a check on the 

final product quality” (23). 

• Nevertheless, an AI-driven 

approach requires a different 

business mind-set and culture, 

one where management must 

buy-in to AI-generated insights 

to drive the decision-making 

process. AI relies on leveraging 

historical data to train the 

algorithms, so the adage ‘junk 

in, junk out’ is very apt and 

the use of high-quality data 

alongside robust governance 

processes and human oversight 

will be essential to instil trust 

and increase accountability. The 

buck stops with humans/the 

CEO and not machine.

Food for thought 
Many experts argue that if pharma 

does not invest in AI it will fall behind 

because a rule-based AI model can 

help analyze large quantities of data 

to support decision-making, drive 

efficiencies, and increase profitability. 

Aran Maree, chief medical officer, The 

Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies 

(J&J) posted on LinkedIn that, “Single 

cell datasets are transforming the 

field of drug discovery. By leveraging 

AI and Machine learning, we’re able 

to analyse individual cells, identify 

specific genes involved in disease 

progression—and then identify 

potential ways to better treat these 

diseases … my company announced 

that we are joining a new pre-

competitive consortium, led by Rancho 

BioSciences, that will help us leverage 

the power of single cell datasets to 

drive the discovery and development 

of innovative medicines. The mission 

of the consortium is to find a common 

industry standard around how 

single cell datasets are created and 

formatted. This is an exciting example 

of how we can use the power of data 

science to advance precision medicine 

and shape the future of healthcare 

to benefit patients everywhere” 

(24). Expect to see and hear more 

partnership announcements as the 

bio/pharmaceutical industry feels its 

way forward.
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to be narrowed down for eventual 

clinical endpoints and companion 

diagnostics to be co-developed with a 

therapeutic. Given the need for rapid 

data turnaround for decision-making 

purposes, factors to consider when 

choosing a CRO for early development 

studies may include the capacity to 

meet critical timelines, as well as the 

future prospects of entering into a 

partnership for clinical studies. 

Clinical development includes 

first-in-human (FIH) through Phase III 

studies. Bioanalytical programmes 

become more complex with good 

clinical practice (GCP) regulations 

and often utilize a central laboratory 

for sample processing. Bioanalytical 

strategies include pharmacokinetic/

pharmacodynamic (PK/PD), anti-

drug antibody (ADA) and biomarker 

assessments, as well as the use 

of a cell culture lab for neutralizing 

antibody (NAb) assays. 

Regulatory considerations for  

clinical development include safety 

and efficacy data for regulatory  

agency filings and medical device 

application data for companion  

diagnostics (if applicable). 

Clinical programmes can last many 

years, be very large, and include 

studies in different populations as 

well as genotoxicity, reproductive 

toxicity, and carcinogenicity studies. 

Not only are there considerations 

for bioanalytical assay development, 

validation, and sample analysis, but 

other items for consideration include 

long-term sample storage and assay 

lifecycle maintenance for critical 

reagents. Choosing a CRO with the 

capacity for developing, validating, 

and analyzing high-throughput 

studies per regulatory guidance and 

the stability to accommodate the 

needs of a longitudinal study are 

factors to consider for clinical studies.

A    s a drug moves through the development and regulatory pipeline 

to approval, a sponsor may choose to outsource some or all 

of its bioanalytical work for a variety of reasons. Some biopharma 

companies may be virtual and need to outsource everything. Others 

may have the capabilities to do the work in house but choose to 

outsource for financial or other strategic reasons. When a sponsor 

chooses a contract research organization (CRO), it may be looking 

for a partnership, while others may simply be in need of a service 

and the relationship is strictly transactional. Whatever the situation, 

a sponsor should consider its own needs, capabilities, expectations, 

and limitations when choosing a bioanalytical CRO. 

Not all CROs are the same. There are the niche or specialty CROs 

and the “one-stop-shop” CROs. CROs may cover a wide range of 

offerings outside of bioanalytical such as clinical trial management, 

central lab activities, manufacturing, etc. There are also CROs that 

solely provide bioanalytical services. Some may specialize in certain 

therapeutic areas or have special equipment to perform specific types 

of assays. Others will be best suited for pre-clinical development 

studies and some for long-term, high-volume clinical trials. 

Small CROs may not have the capacity to accommodate several large-

scale studies and also support other clients, while some larger CROs 

may hesitate to commit to smaller studies that could interfere with their 

commitments to large studies. In this case, the choice of CRO is then 

narrowed. The bioanalytical laboratory location and cost of services also 

may be limiting factors in the decision to choose a CRO. 

Throughout drug development, a number of labs may be required 

for various stages (see Figure 1 for examples). Pre-clinical studies are 

necessary to support investigational new drug (IND) filings and clinical 

trial design. Bioanalytical good laboratory practice (GLP) studies are 

expected to be conducted with the proper quality systems in place 

to ensure the integrity and reliability of the data. Early development 

work also may include exploratory biomarker assay determination, 
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When considering whether to outsource work to a CRO, there are  
a number of factors to assess, including the type of work that may  
be outsourced, regulatory considerations, and needs for the study.

When Is It Appropriate 
to Outsource Bioanalysis 
Work to a CRO?

Clinical programmes can 
last many years, be very 
large, and include studies 
in different populations 
as well as genotoxicity, 
reproductive toxicity, and 
carcinogenicity studies. 
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Post-marketing requirements 

(PMRs) and post-marketing 

commitments (PMCs) are part of a 

post-marketing study that may be 

requested by regulatory authorities 

at the time of approval or after 

approval if new safety information 

becomes available. These studies 

may be observational and meta-data 

driven or may require additional 

clinical trials needing bioanalytical 

support for safety and efficacy data 

in different populations, as well as 

long-term studies for vaccines and 

cell and gene therapies. Agency-

required studies are often timebound. 

Failure to comply with post-marketing 

requirements could lead to regulatory 

agency actions. The choice of CRO 

for these studies may be based 

on current relationships, because 

utilizing the same CRO that performed 

the previous clinical studies would 

be most appropriate, given their 

experience with the study(ies) and 

lifecycle maintenance of the assay 

methods and reagents. For special 

indications, a CRO that has specific 

expertise in a certain therapeutic area 

or in a specific patient population 

might be required. The choice may 

come down to which CRO has the 

capability and capacity and can 

commit to meet critical timelines.

Outsourcing by data need
Throughout drug development there 

are many different opportunities for 

bioanalytical data acquisition. Drug 

concentration, drug target, anti-drug 

antibodies, biomarkers, drug activity 

assays, drug metabolites, biomarker 

metabolites, genetic markers, and 

genetic mutations all represent 

the variety of data needs for a 

therapeutic to reach the market. 

All or some may be of interest and/

or required for a sponsor to fully 

understand the effects of their 

drug. Large molecule, ligand binding 

PK and ADA assays are common 

in practice across industry and 

don’t necessarily require special 

equipment. However, some may 

require instrumentation that not  

all CROs have access to. For 

example, some biomarkers require 

high sensitivity that must have 

specific specialized instrumentation 

to assess at pico- or even femtogram 

levels. Mass spectroscopy, cell 

labs, and molecular biology labs are 

not a given at all bioanalytical  

CROs. The needs for these 

assessments may be a consideration 

when choosing a CRO, if the 

preference is to outsource to 

multiple CROs versus one that offers 

a variety of analysis platforms. 

With the number of therapeutics 

coming to market, industry is seeing 

increasingly complicated modalities 

and compounds. This requires not only 

regulatory and analytical expertise 

but scientific expertise to ensure 

accurate method development and 

analytical oversight for a programme. 

As the complexity of biotherapeutics 

increases so does the need for 

innovative technologies and platforms 

to address the bioanalytical needs of 

getting a drug to market. Particularly 

for long-term programmes that are 

not technically standard, scientific 

oversight of method performance will 

be necessary. While the sponsor will 

have ultimate responsibility of the final 

data reported, scientists at a CRO will 

be responsible for the initial assay 

development and optimization and act 

as the first line in identifying trending 

changes, technical assay challenges, 

and can assist in risk mitigation if 

needed. Scientific experience and 

knowledge in a CRO are imperative to 

a successful clinical trial.

Figure 1. Sponsor needs by phase.

Throughout drug 
development there 
are many different 
opportunities for 
bioanalytical data 
acquisition.
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processes to ensure the integrity  

and safety of data.

Choosing the right CRO is an 

important decision and can be 

instrumental in a successful drug 

development programme. Capacity 

needs, expertise, regulatory 

knowledge, or timelines may drive 

decisions. Whether it’s a one-stop 

shop or a specialty CRO, all CROs 

should adhere to best practices, 

standard operating procedures, and 

regulatory guidance to assure quality 

and integrity of the data. PTE

The CRO will likely follow specific 

regulatory requirements and 

guidances for assay validation, data 

management and reporting, sample 

handling, and equipment and IT 

systems validations and maintenance 

support, depending on their laboratory 

specifications. Some examples of 

common documents include: 

• US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA), Bioanalytical Method 

Validation Guidelines 

• FDA, Guidance for Assay 

Development and Validation 

for Immunogenicity Testing of 

Therapeutic Protein Products

• European Medicines Agency 

(EMA), Guideline on Bioanalytical 

Method Validation 

• Guideline on Immunogenicity  

assessment of therapeutic 

proteins

• US, Code of Federal Regulations 

Title 21

• International Council for 

Harmonisation, E6 Good Clinical 

Practice: Consolidated Guidance.

In addition, CROs may be 

certified by the College of American 

Pathologists (CAP)/Clinical Laboratorty 

Improvement Amendments of 1988 

(CLIA) or follow GxP regulations and 

be regularly inspected by the FDA, the 

Brazilian Heath Regulatory Agency 

(ANVISA) or other similar regulatory 

bodies. When considering the 

bioanalytical needs of a programme,  

it is not only important to have 

expertise, instrumentation, and 

capabilities, but the infrastructure of 

the organization and the security of 
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Ad Index
COMPANY PAGEFinally, the solution to the equation is variable 

E, which represents the robust quality agreement. 

The quality agreement should be a living, breathing 

document that is reviewed and revised as often as 

needed to clarify both party’s responsibilities and  

avoid conflict of responsibilities to ensure a  

successful partnership. 

The relationship between the client and the CDMO 

is important and complex. Both parties need to be 

knowledgeable on the application and interpretations 

of the regulations, and they need to work through 

any opposing opinions to reach an interpretation 

that works for both parties. A cooperative working 

relationship can be achieved if each party clearly 

identifies and communicates their needs through an 

effective quality agreement.
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Q.I work for a small company with a few 

products in the development phase.  I am 

reviewing several contract development and 

manufacturing organizations (CDMOs) to determine which one 

best fits our needs. Can you give me some general guidance on 

what I should look for when choosing an appropriate partner?

A.Contract manufacturing continues to be one of the fastest 

growing segments of the pharmaceutical industry. There 

are many small companies with products in development who 

do not own manufacturing facilities and must utilize CDMOs to 

handle their development and manufacturing needs from clinical 

to commercial product. It is important for both parties to be 

invested and respectful in the relationship because it is a long-

term commitment.

The first step in this relationship is to establish a quality 

agreement (1–3). If we view the relationship between the two 

parties as an equation, it would be:

A + B + C + D = E

where A represents the CDMOs needs, B represents the 

client needs, C represents the compliance requirements, D 

represents the regulatory commitments for both parties, 

while E represents the quality agreement/quality relationship 

between the two organizations. 

Breaking the equation down a bit more, variable A should 

take into account the needs of the CDMO including auditing, 

testing, material sourcing, and any special client needs required 

to successfully manufacture the product. When defining the 

audit responsibilities, the CDMO should consider determining the 

amount of involvement of the client(s) for all audit types. 

Variable B represents the client needs and should take 

into account requirements that might be influenced by 

development data, regulatory registration commitments, 

specific sourcing strategies, or any cooperative partnership 

with other companies. The client should also inform the CDMO 

of any additional quality agreements that are associated with 

the manufacturing of the product. 

At one point in my career, I worked for a small start-up 

company which had three quality agreements associated with 

one product in clinical trials. The three agreements were for 

three different contract organizations. One CDMO organization 

was manufacturing the material, another was preforming the 

release testing, and the final one was performing the product 

labelling. These complicated relationships should be disclosed 

to all involved parties so communication between organizations 

can be optimized, particularly when issues arise.

Variable C represents compliance requirements of the 

CDMO, which is influenced by multiple customers, regulatory 

agencies, and standard-setting organizations. Company 

standard operation procedures (SOPs) (4–6), client SOPs, audit 

observations, and compendial requirements define this element 

of our equation. Clients should be aware that CDMOs are usually 

global in nature and may have obligations to meet compendial 

requirements of the United States Pharmacopeia–National 

Formulary (USP–NF), the European Pharmacopoeia (Ph.Eur.), 

and the Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP) (7). In my opinion, this 

would be the optimal section to include the communication 

expectations for regulatory audits conducted either at the 

CDMO or the client’s business locations. The need for the CDMO 

to communicate with the client when a regulatory audit is being 

performed at their facility is evident, but it is equally important 

that the client communicate with the CDMO when the positions 

are reversed. This two-way communication is crucial because 

each organization could be vulnerable based on the audit 

outcome regardless of where the audit was conducted.

The final variable in this equation is variable D. Variable D 

considers the regulatory commitments of the client and/or 

the CDMO. Regulatory commitments are the evolving body 

of knowledge made up of new or impending regulations or 

guidelines that may require changes in operations in order to 

meet the expectations of the new requirements. A CDMO must 

communicate changes and commitments affecting their quality 

system to their client and vice versa because these changes 

may affect regulatory filings. 

Productive Client-CDMO  
Relationships

Susan J. Schniepp, distinguished fellow at Regulatory Compliance Associates, discusses the 
basics for maintaining an acceptable working relationship between a client and their CDMO.

Contin. on page 33

It is important for both 
parties to be invested 
and respectful in the 

relationship because it is a 
long-term commitment.
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